Abstract: The design of suitable control is essential part of application of parallel robots. Together with appropriate control, the parallel robots are promising way to significantly improve accuracy and speed of machine tools in industrial production. This paper deals with the design and results of one possible control approach represented by model-based predictive control in absolute formulation. It explains exact linearization of used, initially nonlinear models, which are sequentially transformed to discrete state-space form. Control algorithm is derived in square-root form. The results are substantiated by real laboratory experiments showed in several representative figures.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the future development of industrial robots -machine tools -requires change in their control. It means replacement of traditional control included in numerical control (NC) systems, which cannot fully utilize mechanical properties of the machine. This approach is only general way providing control of the tool drives as separate units, but it is not approach solving the control from view of the whole machine system. This decentralization is suitable for production lines, however is not effective from view of one workplace -machine tool.
NC programs represented by setting of the sequence of coordinates and technological conditions and traditional control based on PID structures do not take into account particularity of given mechanical structure constituting the machine. One possible way, relatively accurate, but more complex, is a utilization of model-based control approaches. They could be initially implemented directly to the NC programs as user functions or later, after demonstration of their functionality, implemented in new control systems.
At present, the model-based approaches are used almost only in laboratories without any adequate interface: user -control system -machine tool. They wait for proper time, when the customers will require them. Till that time, they will be developed locally, as individual applications.
One of developing fields of machine tools, which can fully utilize model-based control, is parallel robotics. Although the parallelism is appeared in robotics in the sixties -Stewart platform in 1965 (Tsai, 1999) , their wider development started only in the nineties (Neugebauer, ed., 2002) . The parallel robots are promising way to significantly improve accuracy and speed of machine tools. They can be simply understood as movable truss constructions or as movable work platforms supported by a set of parallel arms (Belda, 2002) .
This paper is focused on questions if model-based control is more effective than PID structures; if it can achieve smaller control errors and moreover if model-based control can meet some additional control requirements. It deals with the design and real-time realization of one example of model-based control based on absolute predictive algorithm. It was tested on two models of parallel robots (Fig. 1.) .
MODEL-BASED APPROACH TO CONTROL
The model-based approaches use the model as prior information (feed-forward). It enables to predict future behavior of a controlled system. Considering future requirements and behavior, the input energy can be optimized (Sciavicco and Siciliano, 1996) .
The models can be expressed in different forms.
In case of multi-input multi-output structures as robots (MIMO systems), the model can be simply expressed in state-space formulation. State-space model clearly expresses the relations among inputs and outputs and their coupling.
Model of mechanical system (parallel robot)
Generally, the robot is a multibody system. Its model is represented by pure equations of motion. They are composed mostly from Lagrange's equations (Stejskal and Valášek, 1996) . Then the model is given by equation
where input vector u can represent only forces, caused by torques on drives in case of horizontal configuration
or these forces enlarged by force effects from gravitation in case of vertical configuration
Equations (2) (1) is nonlinear for state
In this paper, the generalized predictive control is used. Its algorithm works with linear models or possibly with linearized models. In the following subsection one linearizeing exact decomposition is introduced.
Exact linearization
This subsection deals with the linearization based on differences. The nonlinear part of equation (1) can be linearized as follows (Valášek and Steinbauer, 1999) 
Finally, the assumption from previous section has to be also fulfilled for arbitrary y and zero
Then the decomposition indicated by equation (4) can be reached. Its algorithm starts from second state variables x 2 , i.e. according to equation (5): order is {x 21 , x 22 , ···, x 11 , x 12 , ···} i.e. {21, 22, ···, 11, 12, ···} (7) The order is given by amount of the information included in the function f(X) and assumption (6). The indicated order selection will considerably simplify decomposition, as it will be shown later.
In view of these assumptions, the exact linearizationdecomposition is based on differences
(Note: The dots before variables in denominators mark division 'element by element'; division of all elements of differences by scalar ∆xij )
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The individual fractions of equation (9) 
in matrix notation
For real-time control the system (14) has to be discretized, because continuous realization is not possible. The reason is that the model of the robot needs certain time for its own composition and real control systems are usually realized discretely.
The discretization of the model has to be realized also in finite time. Therefore, the conventional discretization technique (Šulc, 1999) 
Then the model in discrete state-space formulation is written in conventional form
This model (equation (18)) is initial form for further explication of control design based on generalized predictive algorithm.
PREDICTIVE CONTROL
Generalized Predictive Control is a multi-step control as well as similar approach -Linear Quadratic Control (Ordys and Clarke, 1993; Phillips and Nagle, 1995) . It is based on local optimization of quadratic cost function (quadratic criterion)
The criterion is expressed in step k. N is a horizon of optimization, No is a horizon of initial insensitivity and Nu is a control horizon. Qy and Qu are output and input penalizations and y (k+j) and u (k+j −1) are input and output values.
The predictive control combines both feed-forward part and feed-back part. The feed-forward part is represented by prediction via mathematical model of the controlled system (parallel robot). It forms the dominant part of control actions. The feed-back, closed from measured outputs, compensates some inaccuracies of the model and certain bounded disturbances.
Predictions in horizon of optimization
The base of the predictive control is a prediction (computation, estimation) of future output values. These values are compared with desired values in the criterion. Using the discrete state-space formulation, the prediction is usually expressed as and in matrix notation is given that way
Vector f represents free responds (u = 0) from time instant k. The product G u compensates differences of free responds from desired values within horizon of optimization N (Belda, et al., 2003) .
Computation of control actions
The control actions are obtained by minimization of quadratic criterion (19). It can be simply rewritten to the following matrix product
where y ) is a vector composed according to (21) (time step k+1, · · ·, k+N), w is a vector of desired values, corresponding to vector y ) and u is a vector of designed future inputs, again in discrete time instants for the whole horizon (k, · · ·, N -1).
The product (22) is more suitable form that can be decomposed in two parts so-called square roots of the criterion. From mathematical point of view the minimization of square root is more straightforward.
If the square root of the criterion on the right side is selected and expression of prediction (21) is inserted in this square root, then the criterion is given 
J is a column vector and its Euclidean norm equals a cost of the square root of the criterion.
The goal is to search for such u, which minimizes the square root (23) i.e. the control u should minimize the norm |J| of the criterion. It is fulfilled, if the expression (23) (over-determined system, i.e. the system of algebraic equations with more rows than columns) is minimized.
For optimization of the criterion, the orthogonal triangular decomposition (Golub and Van, 1989; Lawson and Hanson, 1974) The different choice of ratio of penalizations λ u / λ y together with horizon N enables to generate control actions that the available drives were not fitfully exerted. However, distributed changes of torques are achieved with the cost of certain loss (error), that theoretically equals value of the criterion.
LABORATORY TESTS AND PRACTICAL RESULTS
For laboratory tests, two trial models 'Crosshead' (Fig. 3.) and 'Sliding Star' (Fig. 4.) were used. The former structure represents planar horizontal configuration. The latter structure -'Sliding Star' represents vertical planar configuration with different levels of potential energies. Both structures are redundantly actuated. The aim is control along a planned trajectory (e.g. Fig. 2 ). Figs. 6, 7 show, that predictive algorithm needs only 75% of energy, in comparison with PSD. Maximal measured control error of predictive control averages also 75% of PSD in spite of inaccuracy of direct kinematics used for determination of model coordinates.
Moreover, the predictive control achieves smaller control errors even without summative (integrative) channels, which can cause problems within redundantly actuated robots. However, it causes steady state errors about 5%.
CONCLUSION
This paper was focused on application of modelbased approach represented by discrete generalized predictive control algorithm. It compared this approach with conventional PSD controllers.
On the basis of shown results in section 4 (only representative selection), the initial questions can be answered. Model-based control can be more effective than PID/PSD structures, it can achieve smaller control errors on condition that mathematical model is relatively accurate. Model-based control can also meet some additional control requirements, because it can add them to the criterion and such a way can find adequate control actions.
